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Russian Officialdom The Bureaucratization Of
Gary Marker describes the pursuit of an effective public voice by political, Church, and literary elites in Russia as synonymous with the struggle to control ...
Publishing, Printing, and the Origins of the Intellectual Life in Russia, 1700-1800
Two distinct influences shaped the Russian medical profession: the activist state and Western medical science. The state recruited, educated, licensed, and employed most medical personnel; it imposed ...
Russian Physicians in an Era of Reform and Revolution, 1856-1905
The welfare state wasn’t created by enlightened dialogue or “sensible” moderate politics. It was a concession won by workers against bosses through decades of struggle.
Class Struggle Built the Welfare State
Facing a rising wave of Covid-19 infections and a vaccination rate that isn’t keeping up, the Kremlin is trying to contain the epidemic without alarming Russians. Even insiders worry the tactic won’t ...
Russians slow to take up vaccines as Kremlin fears rising wave of Covid infection
Jewish solidarity was thus globalized, in a way that would prove useful repeatedly. In 1745, for instance, Ottoman banker Yehuda Baruch averted the expulsion of the Jews of Prague by convincing Sultan ...
Isi Leibler: Unsung hero of the Jewish people's finest hour
This list of History's Worst 5 Submarines catalogs the worst of the worst lumbering around in the briny deep. Such a vessel is a millstone dragging down the fortunes of its navy, its parent military, ...
The Five Worst Submarines to Ever Hit the Seven Seas
History may regard him as a wasted talent, but the small amount that Lyadov did achieve had a significant impact, as Daniel Jaffé explains ...
Lyadov, Anatoly
After 33 years with the spy agency, he published three novels known for their realistic depictions of tradecraft.
Jason Matthews, spy novelist who drew on his experience in the CIA, dies at 69
Jason Matthews, who parlayed his 33 years as a CIA officer into a second career as a best-selling spy novelist, writing scenes so gripping and vivid that some readers thought he was violating the ...
CIA officer used experience to write realistic spy thrillers
Beijing has made believers of important audiences, including the scribes who toil away at the Pentagon producing estimates of Chinese martial might. But there's reason for some skepticism about their ...
How the Navy Could Send China's New Aircraft Carriers to the Ocean Floor
In recent months the air in Germany has been overfull. But the fog, thick as in old London, was not humid but political – and medical-political. The thickest was Covid fog. Blanketing some 2/3 of the ...
Berlin Bulletin: Greens, Vaccines and Maneuvers
BERLIN—In recent months the air in Germany has been overfull. But the fog, thick as in old London, was not humid but political – and medical-political. The thickest was the COVID fog. Blanketing some ...
COVID dominates the news in Germany
After more than 30 years as a respected athletics official New Zealander Trevor Spittle is set to be rewarded at the World Championships in Moscow when he takes up a role as one of ten ITO’s ...
Athletics New Zealand – News – NZ’s top official has key role for Moscow World Champs
The following is the second summary of major stories moved by Yonhap News Agency on Tuesday. SEOUL -- The South Korean benchmark stock index refreshed its all-time high Tuesday, extending its winning ...
Yonhap News Summary
THE recent debacle over the proposed European Super League (ESL) has raised more questions than it has answered about the future of the ...
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